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An electromagnetic space propulsion engine for industrial-scale Moon and Mars
frequent shuttle services.
I have invented (the first ever) electromagnetic space propulsion engine, this being an application of a scaled-up new quantum electrodynamic field
repulsion effect, which I discovered 3 years ago:

vixra.org/pdf/1810.0036v7.pdf

As you can see in the above research paper, my theory is simple, clear, complete, and it is entirely based on well-known and long-accepted physical
principles only. It predicts the physical existence of a new quantum electrodynamic field repulsion effect. 

                               

The actual physical existence of this new scaled-up repulsion effect has been experimentally verified by me for about $ 800 on a table top in my
basement, and recorded in the following two videos that are included on my website:

quantumantigravity.wordpress.com/nobel-prize/

The first and the most important value my solution brings to the U.S. Air Force is that the Air Force will have a real, unrivaled U.S. Space Force,
commanding the absoulte space supremacy  in our Solar system.

My electromagnetic space propulsion engine will make industrial-scale interplanetary space travel to the Moon, Mars, and to the Asteroid belt, as
easy, convenient, economical, safe, reliable, quick, and frequent, as the jet engine has made it possible for the intercontinental air transport industry
to fly around our Planet.

As you know, the Russian AK-47 has always been the undisputed king of military assault riffles since its inception, because it is cheap,
simple, durable, reliable, and easy to use, even under the most extreme battlefield conditions. And so is my space engine. In its essence,  it is
nothing more than a  SPINNING  CYLINDRICAL   MAGNETO—CAPACITOR :

quantumantigravity.files.wordpress.com/2018/07/ziggy-stardust.png

On the 4th of February 2020, the United States NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION’s  Seed Fund  pre-approved my Project Pitch ( SBIR,  Space
00010426 ). You have my full permission to contact the NSF  SBIR/STTR  program director:  seedfund.nsf.gov/
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My space propulsion engine constitutes a game-changing revolutionary scientific breakthrough, and it is also the most disruptive deep space
technology to date. For what it offers, the engine is relatively cheap, simple, and easy to manufacture.

The actual physical existence of this new, scaled-up field repulsion effect has already been experimentally verified beyond any reasonable doubt.
For the proof-of-concept  engine prototype, I estimate the cost to be up to $ 8K, and up to 2 months.

This is a truly rare  very-low-risk  and  extremly-high-reward  (not-to-be-missed)  kind of opportunity.

Which category is most relevant to your solution?

A proof of concept

Describe the problem your solution solves for the Air Force.

My space propulsion engine will make industrial-scale interplanetary space travel to the Moon, Mars, and to the Asteroid belt, as easy, convenient,
economical, safe, reliable, quick, and frequent, as the jet engine has made it possible for the intercontinental air transport industry to fly around
our Planet.

Describe your solution.

My space propulsion engine constitutes a game-changing revolutionary scientific breakthrough, and it is also the most disruptive deep space
technology to date. For what it offers, the engine is relatively cheap, simple and easy to manufacture. Depending on its size, and the number of
engines per vehicle, it can propel variety of industrial-scale spacecraft and spaceships among Earth, Moon, Mars, and the Asteroid belt. For the
proof-of-concept engine prototype, I estimate the cost to be up to $ 8K, and up to 2 months.

This is a truly rare  very-low-risk  and  extremly-high-reward  opportunity. 

You should ask competent quantum physicists for a second opinion, but my attached scientific research paper is so clear, short, and simple that
nobody can disprove it. But, can it be experimentally proven, other than by our $ 8K proof-of-concept experiment? YES, it can, and it will be verified
at CERN in about 4 years:  https://quantumantigravity.wordpress.com/electric-dipole-moment/  By then, however, it will be too
late,  because the technological implications will be obvious shortly after. As I already mentioned, it is all easy, simple, and clear. We may have a 5-
year head start now. Not much.

Describe the value your solution brings to the Air Force.

The first and the most important value my solution brings to the U.S. Air Force is that the Air Force will have a real, unrivaled U.S. Space Force,
commanding the absoulte space supremacy  in our Solar system.

Because it is electromagnetic, my space engine is, in principle, naturally capable of accelerating a spaceship to beyond hypersonic velocities.
However, because it is not a rocket, we are always in full control of its velocity.

Unlike rocket engines, my engine is capable of facilitating extremly long distance  travel, like a return trip to Mars, or to Jupiter, and therefore a
mass-colonization of Mars becomes a short-term reality, as opposed to a long-term near-impossibility if using rockets instead:

https://quantumantigravity.wordpress.com/ead-aircraft/

Any spaceship powered by my engine can return to Earth with a safe, soft, slow, controlled precision landing. Such spaceships need not take off
from Cape Canaveral or from other special locations, like rockets. They can be deployed from any Air Force base, and they would return to any
place of your choice to land — VTOL. And because such spaceships must be airtight, they could also, in principle, be designed to take off and land
on a suitable body of water, akin to US Navy helicopters, because unlike rockets they would not need to use high-temperature exhaust. 

You should ask competent quantum physicists for a second opinion, but my attached scientific research paper is so clear, short, and simple that
nobody can disprove it. But, can it be experimentally proven, other than by our $ 8K proof-of-concept experiment? YES, it can, and it will be verified
at CERN in about 4 years:  https://quantumantigravity.wordpress.com/electric-dipole-moment/  By then, however, it will be too
late,  because the technological implications will be obvious shortly after. As I already mentioned, it is all easy, simple, and clear. We may have a 5-
year head start now. This is a rare  very-low-risk  and  extremly-high-reward  opportunity. 

Where is your solution currently at in the product development process?

Prototype/Experiment: just beyond an idea and have started to experiment and build prototypes.

Which focus area is most relevant to your solution?
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Relaunch Capabilities

If "Other" please describe.

The first and the most important value my solution brings to the U.S. Air Force is that the Air Force will have a real, unrivaled U.S. Space Force,
commanding the absoulte space supremacy  in our Solar system:

https://quantumantigravity.wordpress.com/nsf/

Is an early test or Proof of Concept (PoC) possible without deploying the solution at scale?

Yes

How quickly can you implement your solution?

My solution is essentially a "component" only, an engine. So, in addition to it we also need an experimental aircraft, or spacecraft, with an electric
power source on-board. Other than that, for the proof-of-concept prototype engine, I estimate the cost to be up to $ 8K, and up to 2 months. The
actual physical existence of this new scaled-up repulsion effect has already been experimentally verified beyond any reasonable doubt: 

https://quantumantigravity.wordpress.com/nobel-prize/

Check the areas that you/your team has expertise in:

Other

If "Other" please describe.

I am an American patriot, a Canadian citizen, an innovator, an inventor, and a high-energy success driven entrepreneur. The following is my
contributor profile on DARPA's Polyplexus:

https://polyplexus.com/users/profile?idUser=1836

How did you hear about this topic?

Other

Are you a US based small business with less than 500 employees?

Yes

Have you ever received a SBIR Phase I,II, or III before?

No

Do you have any previous experience working with the government?

No

Check the areas that you/your team has expertise in:

Launch/Space Vehicle Systems

Check the areas that you/your team has expertise in:

Relaunch Capabilities

Describe your solution.

The first and the most important value my solution brings to the U.S. Air Force is that the Air Force will have a real, unrivaled U.S. Space Force,
commanding the absoulte space supremacy  in our Solar system.

My electromagnetic space propulsion engine will make industrial-scale interplanetary space travel to the Moon, Mars, and to the Asteroid belt, as
easy, convenient, economical, safe, reliable, quick, and frequent, as the jet engine has made it possible for the intercontinental air transport industry
to fly around our Planet.

As you know, the Russian AK-47 has always been the undisputed king of military assault riffles since its inception, because it is cheap,
simple, durable, reliable, and easy to use, even under the most extreme battlefield conditions. And so is my space engine. In its essence,  it is
nothing more than a  SPINNING  CYLINDRICAL   MAGNETO—CAPACITOR :

https://quantumantigravity.files.wordpress.com/2018/07/ziggy-stardust.png
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On the 4th of February 2020, the United States NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION’s  Seed Fund  pre-approved my Project Pitch ( SBIR,  Space
00010426 ). You have my full permission to contact the NSF  SBIR/STTR  program director:  https://seedfund.nsf.gov/

My space propulsion engine constitutes a game-changing revolutionary scientific breakthrough, and it is also the most disruptive deep space
technology to date. For what it offers, the engine is relatively cheap, simple, and easy to manufacture.

The actual physical existence of this new, scaled-up field repulsion effect has already been experimentally verified beyond any reasonable doubt.
For the proof-of-concept  engine prototype, I estimate the cost to be up to $ 8K, and up to 2 months.

This is a truly rare very-low-risk  and  extremly-high-reward  (not-to-be-missed)  kind of opportunity. 

Do we finally have a winner on our hands ?
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Draft  Editor: Zbigniew Modrzejewski
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Submitted  Editor: Zbigniew Modrzejewski

 19.04.2020

"Any questions, or critical comments, please ?!" 
Zbigniew Modrzejewski

 1810.0036v7.pdf * ¨
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